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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OVER AIRFOILS
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WITH FOWLER FLAPS
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SUMMARY

Pressure-distribution tests were made of a Clark Y
airfm”lwith a 030cW Clark YFm.rlerjlap and of an N.A. C.A.
23012 airfoil m“th O&OCW,O.SOC=,and O.JOCMAT. A. C. A.
MOlg Fowkr jlaps. ~orne of the tests were. made
in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel and others in the 6-foot

.rertical wind tunnel. The pressure8 were measured on
the upper and lower surfaces at one chord ~ection both on
the main airfoik and on the $aps for several angles of
ottack with the jlap8 heated at the maximu?n-l~~t 8etting8.
A test in8ta[[ation UV8 us~d in which the model was
mounted in the wind ~unn~l between large end planes 80
that tum-dimensional $OW was approximated.

The data are giren in the form of pre88uredi8tribution
diagrams and as plot8 of calculated coeficientg for the air-
foil-and-flap combination and for the Jap8 alone. The
pre8suredistribution test8 show that the e~eci of increasing
the chord of the Fmrler $ap, for a giren lijt of combined
airfoil and jlap, is to increase the portion of the total load
carried by the jlap and to decrea8e the adrer8e pre8sure
gradient8 of the main airfoil and thereby it8 tendency to
stall. The marimurn ralues of the normal-force coeji-
.eient of the Fowler $ap uxre found to be much ~maller
than praiously indicated and approxz”makly the same a8
tho$e of the ezternal-airfoil flap and of the simple s@it
flap. The $ap-load data giren in this report supersede
tho8e giwn in Report ATO.684.

INTRODUCTION

The Fovrler flap in combination with a main airfoil
appems to be one of the most effective high-lift devices
investigated up to the present time. Previous investi-
gations of this device (reference 1,2, and 3] have shown
that it is capable of developing high lift coefficients and
thtit it gi-res lower drags at the high lift coefficients than
do plain or split flaps. The Fow-ler flap, in addition,
differs from the external-airfoil flap in that it is fuUy
retractable for the high-speed-flight condition.

Several sizes of flap combined with a given main air-
foiI have been imwstigated, the flap ranging in chord up i
to 40 percent of the main airfod chord. (See reference
1.) In addition, tests have been made viith these sizes
of flap to determine the required Ioeations for each to
give its best aerod.ymimic characteristics.

k order to supply the irdormation requested by de-
signers for structuraldesign purposes, the present pres-

sure-distribution tests were made to obtain the aiAoad
distribution over the main airfoiI and flap. The combi-
nations t~ted have either the CIarIi Y or the NT.A. C. A
23012 sections for both the main airfoil and the flap,
the flap positions being those gi-ring approximately the
highest masimum Iift for each arrangement.

APPARATUS AND TESTS

MODEIS

Two modek, built of laminated mahogany and hav-
@ ~ span and chord each of 2(I iIICIMS, were used for

the main airfoiIs; one was of C1ark Y section and the
other of AT.A. C- A 23012 section. The upper surfaces
of these airfoils from midchord to the trailing edge were
formed by a thin steel plate suitably supported by
metal ribs at each end and by two intermediate ribs.
The space between the plate and the Iovier surface was
Wed by wooden blocks cut to the proper contour and
arranged for easy removal to form retracting viells for
flaps having chords 20, 30, or 40 percent of the main
airfoiI chord.

Four models (Q 1) -mere used for the FovJer flaps,
one of C1ark Y section and three of NT.A C. A 23012
section. The Clark Y flap was of brass and had a span
of 20 inches and a chord of 4 inches (20 percent of the
main airfoiI chord). The NT.A. C. A. 23012 flaps were
of duridumin, each hatig a span of 20 inches and chords
of 4, 6, and 8 inches (20, 30, and 40 percent of the main
airfoiI chord, respectively). The flaps were supported
on the main airfoils by metal fittings at each end and
by two intermediate fittings, spaced equally along the
span.

A singIe row of pressure orifices was built into the
upper and lower surfaces of each main airfoiI and flap
at only the midspan section, the tests of reference 4
having shown that other orifices were unnecessary.
These orifices were located on the models as listed in
table I, the tubes from the orifices being brought
through the model and out at one end. The pressures
were photographically recorded by a multiple-tube
manometer.

TRST INSTAIJA’I’ION

The entire in-restigation was originally intended to
be made in a single wind tunnel but, bemuse the neces-
tity arose for making changes to that tunnel during the

:OUTSCof the investigation, it -was found desirable to
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complete tlm tests in a different tunnel so that the
results would not be unnecessrtrily cIelayed. Some of
the models were tested in the N. A. C. A, 7-by 10-foot
open-jet wind tunnel (reference 5) and were mounted as
shown by figure 2. The main airfoil was rigidly at-
tached to two circuk end plates with the flap set at
the position and deflection (30°) giving about the
highest C& of the combination, ‘llm end plates

were supported in circular cut-outs in two large vertical
end planes that exknded from top to bottom of the air
stream and also some distance ahead of and behind the
mode]. The angle of attack of the moclel was set by

<c’ “- C“= ro25c=-—=
Clark Y airfoil wifh 0.20c~

C/ark Y FowA- flop

c“’- r-”’25c.”——— .. .—
\-“&;-3”

NA.CA. 230i2 airfoil wifh 0200;- e
A!A.CA. 230f2 Fotiler flqo

~

I
--.. . .... —

I T0251&
———

—.~—~.

~’””~

-.. .
MA. CM 23012 airfoil wi+h 0.306

IVA..CA 23012 /%0wkr flap ‘- “+, /

FIGUREL-sedfons of alrfolI and 5P mmbinations tatod.

rotating the circular plates and locking them at the
desired angle. Approximately two-dimensional flow is
obtained with this typo of installation and the section
characteristics of the model under test may be deter-
mined. (SeO reference 4.)

The remaining models were tested in the N. A. C. A.
5-foot opemjet verticaI wind tunne~ (reference 6) and
were mounted as shcwm k.frgure 3. This installation
was very similar to that used in the 7-by 10-foot tunnel;
the model set-up for testing and the multiple-tube
manometer are shown in figure4.

TINTS

The tests were carried out at a dynamic preesure of
16.37 pounds per square foot, corresponding to an air

speed of SO miles per hour at stamkwd sca-kvcl condi-
tions. The average test Reynolds Numbers, based on
the sum of main airfoil find flap chords, varied from
1,220,000 for the plfiin airfoil to 1,700,000 for the air-
foil with the 0.40cV Fowler flap. The hrrbulcnco
factor for the 7- by 10-foot open-jet wind WHIC] h 1,4
and for the 5-foot vertical tunnel, 1.7, from which t hc
eflective Reynolds Numbers may bc computed. (EiIM-
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FIGUREZ.–Diagram of mcdel with Fowlar flap InstaiiedIMh’cen end plnna In lb
7-by IC-footwind Wmel.

tive Reyfiolds hTumber= test Reynolds Numlwr X
turbulence factor (reference 7),)

The Clark Y rmd the hT. A. C. A. 23012 pkin tiirfoils,
and the same airfoik with 0,20CWClark Y and N. A. C. A.
23012 Fowler flaps, respectively, were tested in the
7-by 10-foot wind tunnel. The N. A. C. A. 23012 main
airfoil with 0.20cK, 0.30cW,and 0.40c= N, A. C. A. 23012
Fowler flaps was tested in the 5-foot vertical wind
tunnel, AU flaps were set at the position and nngh
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@OO) that gave nearIy masimum lift for all the com-
binations tested. The angles of attack ranged from
—20° to 24° and the lift coefl%ients included those from
tippro.xirna tely mminmm negative through maximum
positive lift. W3th the model at a given angle of
titt.ack, a few minutes were allowed for all test comli-
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6) are given as ratios of orifice pressure p to dynamic
pressure of the air stream g for the ar@es of attack in-
vestigated. Pressure diagrams for the combinations of
main airfoils with Fom-ler flaps are given in figures 7 to
10 for the various angles of atttick tested. On these
diagrams the pressures are plot ted normal to the muin-
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Of ottock
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Ex/7

RG~E 8.—Dtagre.mof model with FowIer flnp Imtdled between end pkes In the &kmt vertk?alwind tunnel.

FIGLT+EA—ModeJ and manometersst-up lbr kts In the H@ vertkal wind turd.

tions to become steady; a record was then taken of the
pressures at the orifices by means of the manometer.

PRESENTATION OF DATA
PRESSURE DIAGRAMS

Diagrams of the pressures over the upper and Iower
surfaces of the main airfoiIs without flaps (figs. 5 and

\ //
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airfoil chord and to the flap chord, the pressure values
being measured from the main chord for the main-
airfoil pressures and from the flap chord for the flap
pressures. Figures 11 and 12 give comparisons, at the
same total lift, of the pressure distribution over the
various airfoiMl ap arrangements tested.
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In addition to these uornud-pressure diagrams, figures ~n(ti+fi
13 and 14 are included to show the pressures parallel to

== normal-foroe coefficient of main rtirfoil
with f%lp.

the chords of the 0.30cC and 0.40cWN. A. C. A, 23012
Fowler flnps. These presures me also given m rntios c“”=W.

’21 pitching-moment cocfilcieut of main flirluil
nloue about quarter-chcmi point.

of orifice pressure to the dynmnic pressure of the air _m~*n
stream; however, the pressure values are plotted C“C*A

* ~ pitching-moment coefhicnt of mflin
qc. nirfoil with fhtp, about qunrtcr-chord

parallel to, instead of normal to, the flfip chord and me
measured from the maximum thickness line of the flap,

point of main nirfoiL

instead of from the chord line. %~=~~ normal-forco coefFic.ienLof flap.

NA.C.A. 23012
———— Clerk Y

i

\

\

\

_— ——. -

FICNIRE11,–Com@son of the prsssumdfstrfbRHon,at the !mns lfft, onW CIark Y efrfcdfand the O.!ZskmClark Y Fowler flap with that on the N, A, C. A. ‘MM alrfiii ml
the l).WX N. A. C. A. !23912FowIer *P. c. ~+n ‘2.?5.

COEFFICIENTS

The pressure diagrams were mechanically integrated
c~f=~j pitching-moment coefficient of flap about

to obtain data from which section coefficients could be
quarter-chortl point of fittp.

( cm”)
computed. The section coeficierds me defined as (c.P.) ~= 0.25 –~ X100, center of pressure of mnin
follows: airfoil done, in pcrceut-

agc of chord from lmding
=&~ normal-force coefficient of mnin airfoil alone.

cn~ qcv edge.
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( c%r+n)(C.p.){c+n= 0.25–~ X100, center of pressure of
main airfoil with
flap, in percentage
of main-nirfoiI
chord from leading
edge.

-6

-5

-4

-3

p

~

-2

-/

o

i

m., pitcl@ moment of main airfoil about quarter-
chord point.

nqw+n, pitching moment of main airfoil with flap
about quarter+hord point of mmin airfoiI.

nf, normal force of fip.
mf, pitch@ moment of flap about quarter-chord

point of flap.
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FmrmE 12.-Comparisan of the pressure(lMribution, at the .mmeIIfk on the N. 4. C. A. 23012aMoU with the 0.2WX the O.SOC.and the OAOc.N. & C. A. 23012FowIe.r
flaps. c. ~+n -2.3S.

“p)f=(o’+!) I
x100,”c~ter of press~e of flap ad

x~, chord force of flap.

J

in percentage of flap chord
from Ieading edge of flap.

cc,=~~ chord-force coefficient of flap.

where the forces per unit span are:
n., normal force of main airfoil.

ntr+n, normal force of main airfoil with flap.

g, dynamic pressure.
c., main-airfoiI chord.
c~, Hap chord.

The center-of-pressure positions and the pitching-
moment coefficients were deri-red from the normal
forces, the chord forces being neglected except for the
effect of the flap, in which case the flap deflection was
taken into account..
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FI@nB 14.–Chord presure distrIinMon on the O.W. N. L C. A. ~12 FowIer flap mounkl on the N. A. C. A. 23W2afr&U. Hap de&ctedW.
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The calculated results from the present tests were all
corrected to infinite aspect ratio in accordance with
methods given by Glauert (reference 8). A check on
the theoretical correction is shown in figure 16, where
the corrected rasulta of the pressure-distribution tests
are compared with force-tat results (refercmce 9) for
a 10-by 60-inch N. A. C. A. 23012 phin wing corrected
to infinite aspect ratio by the usual methods.
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-12-8-4048/2 16

CG, deg.

FIOUREI&-Section ohmnckr!stfm of the N. A. 0. L !UJ3P2and &e Clark Y SMOCS.

For the case of the preesure-distribution tests—

W= W+-ACZ
where

Aa (deg.)= –(o.zs~cn
)

x57.3

c is the total chord.
h, height of the jet.

(The quantity c= is substituted for C. in the present
correction and the substitution results in only a slight
error because of the small ditlerence in value between
the two quantities.) Curves of the various calculated
coefficient% are given in figunx 15 to 18.

PRECISION

As no air-flow alinement tests were made in either
wind tunnel with the tat arrangements used in the in-
vestigation, the absolute setting of the angle of athck
raay be slightIy in error; the relative m]gIcs arc, how-
3ver, accurate to within +0.1”. The flaps wcro set to
the specified angle to within + O.1O. The oritico prcs-
3ures based on check tests in which the angks of attnck
were changed showed that they agreed to within +2
percent, with the exception of upper-surface pressures
near the leading edges, which, at high rmgIes of attack,
:hec~ed within +5 percent. The dyrmmic pressure
recorded on each diagram was accurate to within +0.25
percent for all tests. Pressure orifices vmro not sulT-
ciently numerous to determine the pcnk pressures nc-
curatdy at the airfoil nose, but this fact shmdd not
Rpprwiably affect the results.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SECTIONPRESSUREDISTR1BU’TION

The pressure-distribution diagrams (figs,
fiow the distribution of the air Ioads on the

5 to 14)
main rtir-

foils and on the flaps and maybe considered satisfuc.tory
for application to rib and flap design. The dingrmns of
forces normal to the chord shown h figures 7 to 10 mo
very similar to those for an airfoil with ml cxternrd-
tio~ flap (reference 4), indicating that tho elrccta
produced by the Fowler flap rmd by tho extwmd-airfoil
flap are very much aIike.

Comparison of the normal-pressure dingrfim for the
N. A. .C. A. 23012 airfoiI and N. A. C. A. 23012 Fowlcr
flap with that for the Clink Y airfoiI and Clark Y Fow-
ler flap at the same total lift (fig. 11) shows tho effect of
changes in airfoil section, Changing from a G1arlc Y

to an N, A. C. A. 23012 section for both main airfoiI rmd

flap had the following effects: (1) The Ioads on tho flap
were reduced and (2) the adverse pressure gradients of
the main airfoil, and thereby its tendency to stall, were
increased.

Comparison of normaI-pressure diagrams for tlm
N. A~C. A. 23012 airfoil with various sizes of A’. A. C. A.
23012 Fowler flap (fig. 12) shows the effect of changing
the flap chord for a given lift of the combimttion. 11~-

creasing the flap chord had the following effects: (1)

The portion of the load carried by t~o ll~p was it~cronscd;

and (2) the adverse pr=ure gradients of the main airfoil
were decreased so that higher lifts could bc obtained
before stalling.

The chord pressure diagrmns for the 0.30cti find 0,40cB
FowIer flaps (figs. 13 and 14) were included because it
was thought that rehttively large forces existed which
acted in a direction to retract the fltip from its mrmimum-
lift setting. As indicated by theso diagrams, the nega-
tive component overbalances the positive for pract icnlly
all of the arrangements tested, so that the totaI chord
pressure force is directed forward. This force, however,
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does not include the skin-friction forces, which aIso act FovAr flap giws a higher maximum lift than the
neady paralkd to the chord and in such a way as to N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoiI vith NT.A. C. A. 23012 FowIer
increase the ma@tude of the total chord force if posi- flap (fig. 16). This fact is partly accounted for, how-
tive or to decrease it if negati~e. e-mr, by the hi@er maximum lift of the pkin Clark Y

~“” ‘~- Chrk Y
\~=

<

FIGI

-1-t
, , , , , , I

t I I I 1
1 1 #

t

I11 II
I

:4
EP m

(a)

-16-12-8-4048 12/6
I I

074
I I I I I 1 I [ ! I [ [ I I 1 II

.8 12 /b’ .20 24 2.8
A4rma/-%rc&4coefficienf of combi~fion.GW

(a) AMou Wfth flap. (b) ~p efone.

mm16.-Sectioncheraeterht[ceof the N. 4. C. A. 23X2 afrfdl with the O.’Zk. N. A. 0. A. 2SI18 I’ot+r fhp md of the CIexkY afcfoflwfth the d.~. C16rkY
Fowfer fhp. Ffape deflected W.

SECTfOX LOADS AND MOMEXTS

Pressure-distribution res~ts.—The airfoil ancl flap
section coefEcients me given in figures 15 to 18. It
-id be noted that the Clark Y airfoiI with Clark Y

18977WL14

airfoil at the Reynolds Numbers of the tests, the
increment in maximum lift due to the ffap being
approm”matelythe same with either airfofl combination.
In addition, the normaI-force cmflicients of the Clark

.
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Y Fowler flap are somewhat higher than those of the airfoil flap (reference 4) an (1 also for simple spIit flaps
N. A, C. A. 23012 flap, (references 10 nnd 11).

In all the arrangements investigated, the flap loads The chord-force coefficient ts of tho Fowlor flaps
buiId up rapidly fit relatively Iow lifts of the combina- (figs. 17 and 18) me all nogati~e in sign; that is, tho

~’m .

(a) AirfoiIWith dftI).

FIGUItE17.-Section chftraoterfsticsof the N. A. 0. A. 23312airfoil

tion, but the normal-force coefficients do not Wler
greatly for the three sizes of N. A. G. A. 23012 Fowler
flap. The range of the maximum vahes of the Fowler
ffap normal-force coefficient is from 1.20 to 1.33, which
approximates the maximum dues for the externa.l-

Mrmal-force coefficientof combinaficm,t%hfl

(b) Flap dorm

with tho 0.3&w1?,A. C. A 23X2Fowler fip. Flnp dellccted?@.

pressure forces parnllel to fthe chord am directed for-
ward aIong the chord. The magnitudes of thoso
forces are reIatiwly snd and, as previously mentioned,
they would be decreased by tho skin-friction forces
that hgye not beqn included.
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(comparison with force-test measurements of flap
loads.—A comparison of some loads on FowIer flaps
ob ta.ined from foroe-test measurements in an earlier
investigation (reference 1) with those from the present
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pendentiy of the main airfofi at the position and angle
for ma.simum lift and then measuring the forces on . .
the airfoiI aIone mounted on the baIance in the presence
of the flap. The fltip loads were then computed by

/-.— .—. —

Kmtmltm171-t
-.

2.

2.

2.

-/6 -12 -6 -4 0 4 B /2 !6
a ,0@9.

(a) AfrfoU with finp. (3) Ffap done.

FIGCEEIS.-SectJon cbsmcterfstfa of the N. A. C. L mIZ efrfofl with the 0.40c. N. A. C!.& ~2 FowIer flep. FIap deJleeted~.

pressure-distribution measunxuents indicates that a deducting the forces on the main airfoiI in the pres
serious disagreement exists between the two. In the of the flap from those on the main airfoil with
case of the force tests, air Ioads acting on the FowIer flap attached.
fhps were determined by supporting the flaps inde- The disagreement between the results from the

.-

..

. . .--

ence
the

two
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types of test has been found traceable to deflections of
the model in the force tests (reference 1) resulting in
displacement of the flap with respect to the main airfoil.
The combination thus failed to develop the full Iift
ooeflicient available when set up for the flap-load tests,
thereby resulting in the observation of small forces on
the main airfoiI with the flap separately supported.
The resulting flap Io.adsj calculated as previously
dwcribed, were consequently considerably exaggerated.
The present pressuredistrnbution results, however, are
believed reliable in view of the test methods and the
rigid modeIs used in the investigation nnd should there-
fore be ccmsidered m superseding the flap-load data
given in reference 1.

CONCLUSIONS

1, The pressure-dist~ibution tests show thnt the
effect of increasing the chord of the Fovder flap, for a
given lift of combined main airfoil and flap, was to in-
crease the portion of the total load carried by the fhp
and b decrease the adverse presswe gradiente of the
main airfoil nnd thereby its tendency to stall.

2. The maximum values of normal-force coefficient of
the Fowler flap are much smaller than previously indi-
cated and are approximately the same as those of the
external-nirfoil flap and of the simple split flap.

LANQLEYhfEMORIALAERONAUTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONALADWSOnY COMMITTEEFOE AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEYFIELD, VA., Nmernber f!4,1$?37.
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TABLE I

ORDINATES AND ORIFICE LOCATIONS OF AIRFOIL AND FOWLER FLAP C031BI.NATIONS TESTED
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